
Group 1

What are the Challenges to establishing a credible sustainability standard?

ENRD Thematic Group 
‘Sustainability agreements: Implications for 

business, the environment and the consumer’

Communicate very niche 
aspects of product for 

consumers - differentiation 
/ premium

Can communicate 
Product environmental 
footprint - B2B - not so 

easy for comsumers

IE - Dairy coops focus on 'pasture 
based farming' - no regulation - so 

created standard amongst the 
cooperatives through seconary co- 

op - min 95% grass based diet - 
certificed through audit

Managed to increase 
the sales price and give 

producers fair price

Most product 
sold outside BG 
and outside EU

Left over product 
was sold at very 

low price
Needs to be 

processed to sell 
within EU

Access to the market 
as single producer - 

no access

PO bee keepers - 
difficult to work with 
very small producers 

(BG)

There is a minimum 
price that farmers need 

to produce to 
sustainability standards

Balance of long term 
contracts vs short term 

contracts that reflect current 
market situations (IE)

Flexibility and Holistic 
approach of all actors 

ofthe wine chain
More issues are 
done at national 

level rather than EU
All 3 pillars  of 

sustaibility need to be 
given the same levels 

of importance

To match long term 
vision and short 

term needs (wine)

Credibility of 
all involved

Need credible 
standards through 

credible participants

Need food 
standards agency to 
insist on certificates

Compeeting against 
'fake' prodcuts - 

hoeny/milk/olive oil

The current situation 
is very unusal and 

very new

No bonus - minimum 
compensation 

payment - full cost 
calculation

Flexible compensation 
system - in line with 
the changing market 

situation

Define 
sustainability or 
comparison??

Previously Sustainability 
focused on production - now 

also part of brand 
committment 'image' - 

produuct itself

If there is an 'EU 
standard' where does 
this leave the 'private 

standard'?

Transparency is 
required - this 

requires investment

What are 
criteria? Inputs / 

outputs



In what ways can the existence of Sustainability Agreements be helpful in facilitating the development of 
sustainability standards?

What are your key takeaways from the session?

Reduce methane 
emmissions from 

cattle 30% - all through 
the chain - all willing

Animal feed - NL 
lots of examples

How much are 
customers willing to 
pay for a particular 

improvement?

Are consumers 
aware of what 

costs are realistic

Value of production - 
consumer willingbness to 

pay? difficult to know - often 
exagerated by consumers

SA can help create niche 
product through retailer 

to communicate to 
consumers

Need the SA to generate 
added value for farmer 

to compensate for 
investment needed

Premiumisation
of productWhy do you need to 

have cooperation 
and an agreement

New standard - should 
be recognisable by the 

consumer and all actors 
in the supply chain

Transparent 
through the 
whole chain

Lack of agreement on 
price - farmer not paid 
for this - currelnly only 

1/3 of cost

If the SA can help 
to cristalise some 
of the intangibles

Communications - actions to 
help link intangible benefits - 
costs of production - critiacal 

to communicate to the 
makret

Prodcer to comsumer - 
aware that costs increased 

for both - real cost of 
sustanable product

Understand why SA 
are important even in 

current uncertanty

Gluten free products - 
uncertantiy due to 
current situation is 

making life very hard

Cooperative with selecting 
specific supply chains - full 
cost accounting inb digital 

way

Importantce (IT)  food 
cost calculation - digital 
tools - still a lot of work 

to be done

Using all 3 3 
pillars of 

sustainability

All actors tell their 
costs and work 
out a fair price

Work on 
transparancy of 

market price

Interbio 
(FR)

SA involves 
a cost

SA are good but have 
costs - 210A allows 

transparancy of cost

Bioland label is well 
known - honest with 

consumers

May depend on the cost 
of the product - most 
appropriate for more 
expensive products?

Can help to make more 
transparent - also 

about supply chain

Smart labelling like QR 
code - can provide a lot 

of info - even video

Smart labeling could be a 
very good solution to achieve 

many of the objetives of 
susteinability agreements.

Can we get 
premiumisation 

for the products?

SA help 
compensate for 

the costs?
Communicating with 
consumers - do SAs 
allow us to do this 

better?

SA need to be flexible 
and anticipate 

market changes

Current unstable 
situation and 

effects

Increase of 
price of inputs

Susatainability is 
added value but 

also a cost

Sustainability could 
contribute to reduced 
cost and investment

Transparancy 
along the supply 

value chain

Understand 
legislative 
changes

Must be flexible 
and anticipate 

changes

Need to balance 
long term goals with 

short term needs

Exciting 
opportunity but 
many challengesIncludes 

multiple actors

Bioland Initiative 
very sustainable 

- 50 years


